
EBU Tournament Review

Event: National Pairs Final Date: 18.04.15 Venue: Park Inn, West Bromwich
TD's: John Pyner, James Vickers

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 11 Yes 13 No 3

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 13 Probably 9 Unlikely 4 Not 1

Reasons for would not: Too expensive with poor prizes x1

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
15 Venue 5
14 Playing conditions 5
11 Schedule 7
20 Competition format 2
23 Directors/Organisation 1
6 Catering/refreshments 14
17 Pre-congress service 2

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 9 Earlier finish 9 Longer intervals 1

Later start 1 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 7

Total Returns 28
Number of attendees 100

Comments
Well organised event x2
Earlier start Saturday please x2
The Saturday finish is much too late x2
The hotel is not up to the expected standard x2
Hotel difficult to find from directions given x2
Lighting and heating could be improved x2
Dinner excellent x2
Breakfast poor - the scrambled eggs were watery - revolting x2
West Bromwich a poor location - no reasonable alternative places to eat x1
The hotel tired and service variable x1
Playing area too cramped and hot x1
Bedroom too cold and unable to regulate the temperature x1
Queues for breakfast, not helped by only one functioning coffee station x1
Hotel needs to offer a wider variety of food x1
Bring back the TD jackets x1
Could have done with an extra TD in the yellow room x1
Improve the format of this questionnaire x1
Hotel slightly improved since last stay but needs to do something about the
awful food x1



Hotel bathroom much too small x1
Only water available during sessions x1
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